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Mr. Market Scoreboard as of February 28, 2019: GO GREEN
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March 1, 2019  
 

Albemarle - Southern Accents & The Amazing Spider-Man 
 

  
 

Charlotte, North Carolina. United States of America. 
 
Corporate Headquarters to the World’s Largest Lithium Company. 
 
S&P 500 constituent. 
 
Goldman Sachs, GS SUSTAIN 50 constituent: 
 

“GS SUSTAIN is a global investment strategy focused on the generation 
of long-term alpha through identifying high quality industry leaders. The 
GS SUSTAIN 50 list includes leaders we believe to be well positioned to 
deliver long-term outperformance through superior returns on capital, 
sustainable competitive advantage and effective management of ESG 
risks vs. global industry peers. Candidates are selected largely on 
compination of quantifiable analysis of these three aspects of corporate 
performance.” 

 
--- 

 
Albemarle today very much reflects the vision of the South Carolina-born man at the top.  
 
Mr. Lithium Market should develop, as I have, a greater appreciation for this Southern American Rock 
Star – and his right hand Mr. Lithium Spider-Man - who have inspired issue #47 Lithium-ion Bull and a 
forthcoming segment of Lithium-ion Rocks! 
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ALB is the most heavily researched, heavily traded and institutionally-owned lithium equity, with a large 
Jane and Joe Battery Pack retail following, some who deploy covered call and other option strategies 
with ALB’s relatively liquid put and call contracts. ALB, therefore, should NOT, in principle, be an 
inefficiently priced lithium stock. But it has been highly volatile. 
 
I last wrote extensively about ALB in issue #4, nearly two years ago. 

 
--- 
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Following ALB’s superior operating performance and upbeat call last week, the Bear drumbeat is 
increasingly discredited, IMO. 
 

The fourth quarter marked our ninth consecutive quarter of year-over-year EBITDA growth 
ending what was the most profitable year in the history of Albemarle. In 2018, net sales were up 
13%, adjusted EBITDA up 17% and adjusted EPS up 23% versus the prior year on a pro forma 
basis. All of our reported segments contributing with each delivering double-digit adjusted 
EBITDA growth on a percentage basis. 2018 was also another step forward in the four-pronged 
strategy that we laid out at our 2017 Investor Day… in 2018, we stayed committed to our 
disciplined capital allocation strategy. We increased our dividend to $145 million. We purchased 
a $500M worth of stock, invested $700 million in CapEx, primarily in pursuit of our lithium 
growth plan and still completed the year with a net debt to EBITDA ratio of 1.2 times. 
 

– February 22, 2019 ALB Q4 and year-end 2018 conference call 
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It’s Good to be King 
 

Of the Queen City of the South 
 

 
 
 

KISS Luther KISSam, IV 
Chairman, President and CEO, Albemarle Corporation 

 
 

Rebels 
 

I was born a rebel 
Down in Dixie on a Sunday morning 

Yeah with one foot in the grave 
And one foot on the pedal 

I was born a rebel 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SF1iLXSQto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jBi8XfKzk0
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Solid as a Lithium Rockwood 
 
On July 15, 2014, Albemarle, which traces its roots to 1884, but has largely grown as a spinout from 
Ethyl Corporation in 1994, entered the lithium business, with the announcement of its bold $6.2B cash 
and stock merger with Rockwood. Albemarle’s stock was ~$63 at the time. 
 

 
 
14.4X LTM EV/EBITDA valuation raised eyebrows with some institutions as a very hefty multiple – 
though a class action lawsuit by Rockwood shareholders argued ALB was underpaying and ROC should 
have shopped it. When the deal closed six months later on January 12, 2015, ALB’s stock had fallen 14% 
to $55. 
 
 

 
 

http://globenewswire.com/news-release/2014/08/06/656599/10093406/en/INVESTOR-ALERT-Levi-Korsinsky-LLP-Notifies-Investors-of-Rockwood-Holdings-Inc-of-Class-Action-Against-Its-Board-of-Directors-in-Connection-With-the-Sale-of-the-Company-to-Albemarle.html
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ALB 5-year Chart 

 
 
Albemarle is a reliable dividend payer – consistent and rising dividend every quarter/year since the 
Rockwood acquisition. In total $5.55 per share. 

 
 
At February 22, 2019’s closing price of $89 and including these $5.55 dividends, an ALB shareholder for 
4+ years around the time of the Rockwood deal is up some 50-70%, ~11-17% annual return. Not bad. 
But a lot better for a good market timing seller at the $140 top this time last year – 3 years, 100%+ = 
nearly 40% annual return: 
 

Note to Jane and Joe Battery Pack: if you more than double your money in a relatively big cap 
industrial stock like ALB in 3 years it’s probably a good idea to take some off the table. 

ROC deal announced 

ROC deal finalized 

MIN JV Announced 
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Blue Sky 
 
King Luke speaks about ALB’s various business lines with a “portfolio of assets” approach. But with skill 
and gumption superior to most active mutual or hedge funds, has positioned ALB with a smart 
“directional bet” on lithium which in 2014 was forecast to grow at 2-3X GDP. It is in fact now growing 
20%+ per year, or 5-7X GDP. 
 

 
As I wrote in December, I see ALB/MIN as another Rockwood-like master stroke… 
 

ALB/MIN: Lithium Blue Sky at Wodgina 
 
…Doubling down with proven operator and money maker Chris Ellison in super stable Australia. 
Hydroxide from hard rock, and the swing SC6 supplier in the interim. Albemarle is aggressively affirming 
its Oligopolistic position while ensuring it remains the largest and most reliable lithium supplier, in 
particular for Korea, Japan and other non-China battery grade consumers.  
 
De-worseification? Bad Company? 

Another Southern Accents’ hit: 

 
Don’t Come Round Here No More  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwyXQn9g40I
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/albmin-lithium-blue-sky-wodgina-howard-klein/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0JvF9vpqx8
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Rambling Man: ALB Investment Highlights 
 

 A “Specialty Chemicals” Incumbent Oligopolist. Seemingly – and justifiably - uninterested in 
being sandwiched into a ‘green metals track’ and adjacent to the low EBITDA multiple, cyclical 
peer group of the BMO “Metals and Mining” Conference – otherwise the most important 
gathering of the most important mining focused investors on the planet.  

 
 Substantial economic interests in the largest and lowest cost lithium assets. 

o The only way to play the most important and reliable lithium mine in the world – 
Greenbushes – as Tianqi is largely untradeable. 

o Exposure to non-Oligarch, non-China influenced Salar da Atacama. But -- RISK FACTOR – 
the Heavy Hand of the Chilean State is omni-present. 

 Kudos to ALB for astute diplomacy and creative lithium metal solution to CORFO 
angst. But IMO Pinera’s bread is buttered more with China Belt and Road than 
its free-trade agreement with the USA, again reflected by recent FT article 

 One of only a handful of companies with battery hydroxide processing capabilities  
o From both hard rock (in China) and brine (in North Carolina). 

 The only producer of lithum raw material in the USA - Silverpeak, Nevada  

 High grade, plain vanilla, brownfield Kings Mountain spodumene mine, North Carolina. 

 Mature Bromine & Catalyst businesses provide stability, cash flow and help underpin investment 
grade credit, while in a free-cash-flow-negative, aggressive growth lithium investment period. 

 Wodgina de-risks lithium portfolio from a sovereign and technical risk perspective while 
positioning for the fastest growing battery hydroxide lithium segment. 

 Capex further de-risked/underpinned by “sold out” tonnage with reliable price floors from the 
most reliable and credit-worthy customers in the most reliable countries – eg, Japan and Korea. 

 Undemanding valuation relative to history and lithium industry’s super rapid growth. 

 Substantial price leverage in event of potential shortages/price spikes in a few years. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHy44jiDgdM
https://www.ft.com/content/78a4936e-28b9-11e9-a5ab-ff8ef2b976c7
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MIN Math 
 
Macquarie led a masterful process for MIN, but ALB’s adviser BAML also helped Albemarle secure 50%, 
rather than 49% originally offered, and, as important, the market power from 100% of all marketing 
rights for hydroxide and SC6 tons. 
 
ALB’s valuation for the Mineral Resources JV equates to a total acquisition cost equivalent of $40,000 
per ton of LiOH capacity ($800M investment + $1.2B 50% project interest = $2B/50kt).   
 
ALB projects the MIN JV will return “more than 2x their cost of capital,” which I estimate as 15-20% 
assuming investment grade debt funding of ~5% and cost of equity in the mid- to high-single digits.   
 
ALB has suggested 45% EBITDA margins for Wodgina LiOH tons.  
 
ALB and MIN don’t need to publish feasibility study economics, so we must guess at expected operating 
cost. Wodgina’s relatively low grade and remote location means it will likely be 2nd and perhaps 3rd 
quartile on the cost curve. I’m conservatively guessimating ~$6,000 opex, which, to get to 45% EBITDA 
margin, would translate to ALB forecasting a ~$13,000 long-term hydroxide price. 
 
Who knows better, ALB or sell-side analysts projecting $10-11K or lower long term prices? 
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The aM&Azing Spider-Man 
 

 
 

 
 

Eric Norris became an important public face and voice for ALB’s Lithium division as keynote at the 
Benchmark Minerals CATHODES conference last October and again at Citi’s November Materials 
Conference.  
 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUtziaZlDeE
https://investors.albemarle.com/static-files/969f499d-cde7-4244-9ff3-6cc4f14f1d8b
https://investors.albemarle.com/static-files/969f499d-cde7-4244-9ff3-6cc4f14f1d8b
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The following slide is of great relevance: 
 

 
 

--- 
 
Like Jerry Seinfeld, I’ve always been more a Superman guy, and never really a big fan of Spider-Man. 
Though with Stan Lee’s passing I learned that Peter Parker resided on Ingram Street, Forest Hills, 
Queens, NY, one block away from my home.   
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ALB’s spider-web has nine sides - a nonagon - and 5 levels. 
 
Note the above is a “Real Resource Example”.  I’m guessing Altura (or maybe Silver Peak) 
 
To simplify for you non-arachnids: 

 
Mineral Resources’ Wodgina has similar attributes to the above – but is much greater scale and mine life 
which is critical for an ALB that is now calling for 1 – 1.2Mt LCE by 2025.  
 
Much as I believe Big Oil or Big Chemical or Big Mining will enter the lithium space, I’m increasingly of 
the view that such companies will do so by buying a company like ALB – another bull ALB attribute. But I 
think this won’t happen for a few years at least and will likely be at much higher valuations. 
 
I do believe we will see companies in need of security of supply – auto, battery OEMs, eg – opening up 
their check books to a greater degree to help finance juniors, but even these companies, will get much 
of their supply from companies like ALB. 
 

The way both this year and in prior years and in future years we see the growth being met, 
knowing that growth is largely EV growth and increasingly for higher quality batteries, 
hydroxide, high nickel-based chemistries. It's coming from, what we call, the integrated majors. 
There's about five of us: Albemarle, Livent, SQM and in China, Ganfeng and Tianqi.  
 
These companies benefit not only from an integrated resource in most cases, but also 
secondarily from a processing know-how over time in terms of how to tune their conversion 
assets to their specific resources.  
 
And then finally, they have the financial capabilities to fund whatever significant capital 
expansions required to meet and use markets.  
 
So, these are the companies that are meeting that demand. And we see likely being the ones 
that will provide that increasing demand into the future. 
 

-- Eric Norris, Q4 2018 ALB Conference Call 
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ALB’s Skill Set and Future M&A 
 
In their MIN JV call, Albemarle highlighted the fact that they don’t currently have mining expertise – 
they own 49%, but don’t control Talison/Greenbushes. But through the relationship with MIN such 
expertise could be brought to bear, for example, at their King’s Mountain mine in North Carolina. 
 

Stars Aligning to One World  
 
It’s early days, but I believe ALB/MIN – like American Airlines and Qantas in the One World Alliance -- is 
now more relevant for Mineral Resources than its other 50/50 partner Ganfeng. When 49% of Mt. 
Marion off-take goes back to MIN next February, will they allocate to Ganfeng? Albemarle? Seek to 
market it themselves? My bet’s on ALB.  
 
Meantime, Mr. Market should continue to take note of the impressive valuation paid by ALB relative 
to the way most undeveloped lithium assets are currently trading in public markets. It is an 
exceptionally positive M&A data point for strategic projects that tick the right boxes.  
 
For a Jane and Joe Battery Pack investor trying to evaluate which high risk/reward “lithium junior” in this 
Year of the Pig or in future might get bought, rather than build, their projects, I suggest taking cues from 
the Amazing Spider-Man checklist/charts above and try to assess which might be captured by… 
 

 
 

…or one of the other lithium producing brethren 
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ALB - Mr. Lithium Bull vs. Mr. Lithium Bear 
 
I, Mr. Lithium Bull, am now firmly in the ALB Bull Camp (Not Advice. DYOR). The bear ALB arguments 
looks far less likely IMO.  

 
Bullish Chris Kapsch, Loop Captial 
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Bullish Ben Kallo, RW Baird 
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Vince Andrews, Morgan Stanley 
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of February 28, 2018, 
RK Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Altura Mining, Piedmont Lithium, 
Savannah, Ganfeng Lithium, Albermarle, Livent, Neolithium, Galaxy, Nemaska and Orocobre and have or 
have had over the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium 
Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, 
Bacanora and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not financial advice and whether in 
part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any 
securities.  

 


